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YOUR PATHWAY 
TO EXCELLENCE

OET ELITE BATCH
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30 Hours of Recorded Class Sessions on 
OET Basics: 
Our OET Elite Batch offers a comprehensive 

curriculum with 30 hours of recorded class sessions 

focusing on the fundamental concepts of the OET 

exam. These carefully crafted lessons are designed 

to build a strong foundation in all four modules - 

Listening, Reading, Writing, and Speaking.

Recorded Grammar Classes: 
We understand the significance of impeccable 

grammar in achieving OET success. That's why our 

OET Elite Batch includes recorded grammar classes 

to help you master English grammar and syntax, 

ensuring precise and effective communication.

50 Hours of One-on-One Training Sessions: 
At Entri, we believe in personalized guidance for 

each student. With our OET Elite Batch, you will 

receive 30 hours of one-on-one training sessions, 

allowing our experienced mentors to cater to your 

individual learning needs and address any 

challenges you may encounter.

Course Duration: 6 Months

Course Overview
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30 Hours of Live Sessions:
Learning is most effective when it is interactive and 

engaging. Our OET Elite Batch offers 30 hours of live 

sessions where you can actively participate, clarify 

doubts, and receive real-time feedback from our 

expert instructors.

10 Complete Mock Tests: 
To gauge your progress and simulate the OET exam 

environment, we provide five complete mock tests. 

These tests will not only evaluate your performance 

but also help you develop effective time 

management and test-taking strategies.

247 Hours Spoken English Assistance with 
Entri EVA (AI Assistance): 
Effective communication is a crucial aspect of the 

OET exam, especially in the Speaking module. With 

our 247 Hours Spoken English Assistance powered 

by Entri EVA (AI Assistance), you can continuously 

improve your speaking skills and gain confidence in 

expressing yourself fluently.

40 Premium Listening, Reading, Writing, 
and Speaking Materials: 
Our OET Elite Batch comes with a wealth of premium 

listening, reading, writing, and speaking materials. 
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These high-quality practice resources are 

meticulously designed to align with the latest OET 

exam trends, ensuring comprehensive preparation.

40 Standard Listening, Reading, Writing, 
and Speaking Materials: 
To reinforce your learning and provide additional 

practice opportunities, we also provide 20 standard 

listening, reading, writing, and speaking materials 

as supplementary resources.

Enroll in the OET Elite Batch today and embark 

on your journey to OET success with Entri!
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